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Materials

Baby Quilt Blocks
*Tip* When hooping water soluble stabilizer, place them so that two of the layers
are at right angles to each other and the other layers are diagonal. This helps prevent
the stabilizer from stretching.

Water soluble Stabilizer
Satin - different colours
Fleece
Temporary Adhesive Spray

*Note. Colour stops have been put in. Use the same colour where needed.
For the front Motif Piece (Pieces TS034 Design 1—8)
1.

Hoop 2 layers of water soluble stabilizer. Stitch the first colour. Place a piece of
thin batting and a piece of fleece on top of the stitched area and stitch the next
colour.

Embroidery Thread - I
used a variegated thread
Thin Batting
Thick Batting and extra
fleece to complete the quilt

Helpful Tip
If you have a larger hoop
for your machine, put as
many designs that can be
fitted into the hoop. This
saves on stabilizer

2.

Place a piece of coloured satin fabric over the stitched area. Use temporary adhesive spray to hold the satin fabric into place. Stitch the next colour. Remove
the hoop from the machine and trim away excess satin fabric.

3.

Place a piece of white satin fabric over the centre motif and again use temporary
adhesive to hold the fabric into place. Stitch the next colour. Remove hoop from
machine and trim away excess white satin.
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Now stitch out the last two colours using colours of your choice - I used variegated thread
throughout the design

Alternate Blocks
*Note. Colour stops have been put in. Use the same colour where needed.
For the front Motif Piece (Pieces TS034 Alt Panel)
1.

Hoop 2 layers of water soluble stabilizer. Stitch the first colour. Place a piece of thin batting and a piece of
fleece on top of the stitched area and stitch the next colour.

2.

Place a piece of coloured satin fabric over the stitched area. Use temporary adhesive spray to hold the satin fabric into place. Stitch the next colour. Remove
the hoop from the machine and trim away excess satin fabric.

3.

Stitch the next colour. Remove the hoop from the machine and trim away excess
satin fabric. Stitch the last colour.
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Assembling the Quilt
1.

Pin the quilt blocks together, right sides facing. Cut the thin batting away along the sewing seam.
Sew the quilt blocks together. You should now have a 3 x 5 block rectangle.

2.

Cut a piece of fleece the slightly larger than the quilt block rectangle. Cut a piece of thick batting the same size
of the fleece. Put the batting between the fleece and the quilt block rectangle wrong sides together and tack in
place. Now cut side flaps the length of the top and bottom of the quilt and double the width as required from
fleece -remember to add on seam allowances. Fold the fleece strip in half and fold in the seam allowances.
Place the lined quilt rectangle between the folded fleece strip, pin in place and stitch. Now cut the side flaps
the same way only using the sides for measuring and remember to add on a bit extra for the length as we will
be folding it in to make a neat edge. Sew the side flaps the same way as you did the top and bottom flaps only
folding in the edges before sewing the flap to the quilt block rectangle. Sew the open corner pieces closed by
hand. This gives a very neat corner.
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